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Alan Paton tries to show the inner conflict of South Africa 

through Pieter van Vlaanderan's personal inner conflict. Paton 

wants one to understand the atmosphere in Africa; the racial 

conflicts, the urban population growth problems, the native 

problems, and the tribal problems, along with the beautiful 

country, the love of the people, the intricate tribal customs 

and the inner-rela.'tions between the three main nationality 

groups. South Africa is a land of contradictions- good vs. 

evil, peace vs. unrest; but it is also a beautiful ;land to 

understand and admire. Deeper into the problems of the land as 

a whole is the search,for inner peace. Peace for Pieter and 

peace for the country. 

In all of his books, Alan Paton deals in an indirect way, 

through his characters, with his concern for the nature of man's 

life in relationship to society. In Cry the Beloved Country, 

the Umfundisi is dealt many cruel blows. He himself is a deeply 

religious man with an intense desire to better the lives of his 

parishioners. Unfortunately his private life is full of tragedy 

caused by his sister, Gertude, and his son, Absolom. "His son 

and sister had gone astray in the great city, where so many 

others would go astray after him, until ther e was found some 

great secret that as yet no man had discovered."l The fault 

lies not with his relatives, but with the corruption that the 

big city of Jahannasburg wrecked upon them. Innocent and naive, 

they were overcome by the strange, new, exciting city and its 

evil ways; much like South Africa was overcome by the sudden 
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influx of British and Dutch colonizers that descended upon it. 

The colonizers weren't content to let the beauty and natural 

rhythm of the country exist on its own. Instead, they tried to 

change the beat of the drums to suit their foreign style. They 

managed to disrupt the beat of the drums, but, ,unfortunately, 

they didn't have anew melody to replace the old beat. Thus the 

country is strung together by very inconsistent ' tunes, much the 

same way that Gertude and Absolom are caught in limbo between 

their two worlds. They would have been wise in listening to 

Thoreau's words: "If one does not keep pace with his companions, 

perhaps it is because 'he hears a different drummer. Let him 

step tO,the music which he hears ••• ,,2 

In Too Late the Phalarope the main character, Pieter van 

Vlaanderan, was torn also by these inner conflicts. Man is 

forever looking for an internal peace within himself, much in 

the same way that South Africa itself is looking for' an internal 

peace. Through Pieter's conflicts, one can begin to understand" 

the manifested problems of a nation. 

Pieter is an androgynous character, a gentle woman and a 

strong capable man. "When you despised the one, the other would 

shoot tree tins from a stump; and when you approved the one, the 

other would sit like a girl wit1n. a flower.") South Africa is 

also two opposing characters when one despises the nation with 

its backward ways and the poverty and suffering it inflic ts uP(':Y} 

its citizens, one is forgetting about the soul of the nation. It 

might be harsh and demanding on the one extreme; but, on the other 



extreme, it's a peaceful nation with its own relaxed rhythm. 

The land is' filled with contradictions and how each person 

perceives it depends on their individuality and, very importantly, 

on their backgroun4. Some see a harsh sun that evaporates life 

'from the land while others see a brilliant sun and spectacular 

sunsets able to be seen only in this land. Some see only a back

ward society while others see the tradition and beauty of the, . 

tribal customs. Some see Darwin's "survival of the fittest" as 

the rule to live by, while others see the tremendous strengtb of 

the native people to endure. Each of these conflicts are shown in 

Too Late the Phalarope' through Pieter's own conflicts. 

For the ones that only see the harsh sun, backward society, 

and "survival of the fittest", they are ,blind to all but the 

"evil" in the land. But is it evil? It might be evil in that it 

causes suffering, death, and destruction; but that's not evil, 

that is the way of life in that land. Pieter suffered from the 

evils that befall men. Tempted by a young girl, he breaks the 

Iron Law. In essence p it was not evil or wrong to have sexual 

relations with someone of another race, that was only a rule of 

South Africa in particular. In God's eyes 1t was wrong because 

Pieter was committing adultery. 

For the ones able to appreciate the spectacular sunsets, the 

intricate tribal customs and the strenght of the African people, 

have the ability to see beyond the harsh exterior and treasure 

its gentle beauty. 

Pieter's fathe~, Jakob van Vlaanderan, was of the old Africa, 



not wishing to integrate the new changes of society into his 

sphere. A very dogmatic man, he couldn't accept the gentle beauty 

in his son because there was also the steeliness of a great, brave 

man. "Had he been one or the other, I think his father would 
. 4 

have understood."· Pieter's Aunt Sophie ~nderstood, but his 

father did not. Jakob believed in . God and found all of life's 

answers in The Book. The only answer he failed to ever find was 

an explanation of his son. Jakob was so different from his E'on 

that they could never relate to one another. But Aunt Sophie 

could relate to Pieter. 

Aunt Sophie had the capacity to understand him because she 

herself.was different than the others • . "Yet because I am apart, 

being disfigured, and not like other women, yet because in my 

heart I :am like any other woman, and because I am apart, so 

living apart and watching, I h~ve learned to know the meaning of 

unnoticed things, of a pulse that beats suddenly, and a glance 

that moves from here to there becasue it wishes to rest on some 

quite other place.,,5 She knew.of the two things Pieter held in-

side; she sensed his struggle between good and evil; yet she 

backed away when she witnessed the · temptation. Later, the know-

ledge was whole in her mind. But 'later was too late. 

Pieter was caught in the struggle of integrating the three 

races of citizens. Pieter was affected by the Dutch-British 

struggle when he decided to pledge loyaLty~- to the English army 

and consentJ to fight. their cp'use anywhere they felt need of him. 

This caused much static with mis staunch Dutch Father. Jakob 



considered it treason to his heritage. 

Pieter experienced the'black/white controversy personally 

also. When he engaged in sexual relations with the black girl, 

Stephanie, he was doing much more than being disloyal to his wife. 

Pieter was mixing two races together and violating the Iron Law of 

the land. The white race and the black race intermingled inti

mately through his deeds. The result of this was not what it could 

have been. There was a chance for an inner peace, but society 

wouldn't allow it. The inner peace'would have been for Pieter 

and his country. Ins~ead his family was dishonored and his father 

died in dis grace. The family withdreVI from all the clubs and 

organizations they held positions in. Pieter's name was crossed 

out of the family Bible and all traces of his existence were 

burned. He hadcommi tted the ultimate sin,. Because of the way 

society was structured, it saw his actions as de'viant and wouldn't 

accept them. 

The "inner conflict that Pieter experiences as a result of 

his attempting to intermingle the races of his nation, in the 

end destroys him. Paton makes it painfully clear the sadness 

this turmoil causes Pieter as well as his nation. If the British 

and Dutch had respected the existing culture more and not striJed 

the people of their heritage, South Africa wOuldn't have become 

a nation without a core. After taking all of their heritage 

away from the Africans, the colonizers should have replaced it with 

something equally as stable. Perhaps South Africa can find an ans-

wer to its inner turmoil before it is too late. ' 
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